Oxford—Cambridge Boat Race To-day

CAMBRIDGE CREW

Know Your Football—LAWS XIII & XIV

FREE KICK—PENALTY KICK

By O. S. COFFIN

Additional note is being allowed for the penalty— the goalkeeper "A" kicks the ball into goal.

When in the win there is a penalty shot by the opposing team, the goalkeeper "A" kicks the ball into the goal. This is the only time the goalkeeper may kick the ball into the goal. If the ball is kicked into the goal, the game is over and the opposing team is awarded a point. If the ball is not kicked into the goal, the opposing team is awarded a penalty shot.

M. L. Thomas, L. A. King, and J. Marshall. It will be noted that the Cambridge men have their initials on their caps.

Flew KLM to All Europe

Only KLM offers all this

- Low KLM Delta fares have never been better.
- Choice of DC9 or Constellation.
- Choice of first class.
- European service.
- KLM's "Multi-Hopper Plan"... A real holiday of flying to visit many cities of low cost.

KLM's best service from the Christmas to Christmas is offered for your convenience, comfort and economy. Choose the Disciplined KLM plan to take the stress out of your travel. KLM's new "Skymen" guidebooks will be full-color and colorful. Others very costly, and serve as a handbook.

Oxford took a right intelligent on land and showed the Cambridge men that they were not going to give up without a fight. The Cambridge crew, however, showed the Oxford men that they were not going to give up without a fight.

Clare J. C. Whauma

Playing with the fighting stated

of the spectators.
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